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In this paper we revise a well-known te hnique for optimizing
joins - join-indi es. We propose a variant of join-indi es, multi-indi es,
whi h are spe i ally tailored for main-memory databases. We dis uss
trade-os for reating multi-indi es, outline impli ation of multi-indi es
on update and insert pro edures and des ribe their usage in query proessing algorithms. For some important parti ular kinds of queries involving sele tions we also propose a further optimization that pla es a
pointer to the shared index re ord into the data re ord and thereby
avoids sear h in the index stru ture altogether.
Abstra t.
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Introdu tion

In the last de ade advan es in omputer hardware allowed to store relatively large
databases in main memory, attra ting great attention to main-memory databases
in resear h ommunity. It has been shown that main-memory databases provide
performan e on order of magnitude better than traditional, disk-based databases
[3℄. A main-memory database system (MMDBMS) an store all the data and
support stru tures (su h as indi es) in main memory, using disk only for logging
and re overy and avoiding ine ient random a ess to the me hani al devi e [2℄.
Changing primary data storage from disk to main memory does not free
database systems developers from the problems pe uliar to traditional databases.
In parti ular, e ient data a ess is still very important for MMDBMS. However, MMDBMS bring new riteria for evaluating a ess methods - CPU a he
utilization. Re ent resear h has shown that CPU a he misses are the biggest performan e bottlene k for MMDBMS [7, 1℄. Many algorithms and data stru tures
traditionally used in DBMS have been revised in last years from the viewpoint
of a he behavior [8, 5, 11, 1℄.
In this paper we fo us on performan e of equi-join operation, whi h is widely
used in query pro essing algorithms for relational DBMS. We propose multiindi es - a sort of indi es mapping an attribute value to all re ords of dierent
relations ontaining this value. Multi-indi es employ the same idea as the wellknown join indi es - pre omputing information required during join operation.
Using multi-index, one an nd all pairs of mat hing re ords without s anning

or prepro essing relations. We propose a layout of index stru tures that seems
to be optimal with respe t to a he behavior. For queries involving sele tions,
performan e an be further improved by pla ing a pointer to the index re ord into
the data re ord. We expe t this modi ation to signi antly speed up exe ution
of su h queries.
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Related work

The CSB+-tree proposed in [8℄ features a layout of tree nodes with only one
hild pointer. This stru ture frees extra spa e in a node for keys, in reasing
tree bran hing fa tor and de reasing height of the tree. This redu es number
of a he misses during tree traversal at the ost of more omplex node split
algorithm. One of the latest works in the eld, [11℄, uses a buering te hnique
for optimizing sear h in B+-tree. Buering helps to avoid a he miss o urring
when walking down from a parent to a hild in the tree. An algorithm is des ribed that distributes buers among the tree nodes during query pro essing
thus a ommodating buering strategy to the workload.
Shatdal, et al [5℄ improve a he behavior of several widely used algorithms
for join and aggregation. The work also ontributes a ategorization of a heons ious methods. Methods of the rst ategory try to exploit temporal lo ality
and reuse the data previously loaded in the a he by redu ing the working set
of the algorithm, while methods of the se ond ategory use spatial lo ality and
partition the pro ess in su h a way that ea h part works with a relatively small
blo k of memory that ts in the a he entirely. Kersten et al. [7℄ employ radixlustering s heme to attain even better a he performan e of join operation.
Our work is based on the idea of join indi es proposed by Valduriez in [10℄.
Given two relations R and S and a join riterion, binary relation of pairs (r, s)
(where r and s are RIDs of re ords of R and S whi h an be joined using the
join riterion) is built. The index on r for this relation is then used to nd all
RIDs of re ords of S joined with the given re ord of R. While on the logi al level
our multi-indi es resemble those proposed by Valduriez, we fo us on e ient
physi al representation of index re ords under spe i ir umstan es of mainmemory database system. At the same time we do not bind the idea with the
parti ular index stru ture. Like domain indi es [6℄, multi-indi es may index more
than two relations. We also propose further development of the idea and laim
that in many ases signi ant speed-up an be gained by pla ing pointer to the
index re ord into the data re ord and avoiding the index sear h altogether.
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Creating and using multi-indi es

The main idea of multi-indi es is to store information about all re ords of different relations ontaining given value of an attribute in the same pla e. Let
R1 , ..., Rk is a set of relations with ommon attribute A. Multi-index of the relations R1 , ..., Rk on the attribute A is a mapping
A
I{R
: Domain(AR1 , ..., ARk ) → {ri },
1 ,...,Rk }

where Domain(AR1 , ..., ARk ) is a union of attribute A's domains in relations
R1 , ..., Rk and ri is a re ord of a relation Rl for some l = 1, .., k. Noti e that the
A
multi-index I{R
an serve as a onventional index for any of the relations
1 ,...,Rk }
R1 , ..., Rk on the attribute A - we only need to lter out re ords of other relations.
We all k the degree of the multi-index.
We also dene index re ord as a stru ture ontaining RIDs of re ords with
the given value of the attribute. The nature of RID depends on the implementation and the storage model being used. We investigate methods for e ient
organization of index re ord later in this work.

3.1

Organization of multi-indi es

A
There an be dierent ways for organizing multi-index I{R
. For simpli ity,
1 ,...,Rk }
let us assume we have two relation R1 and R2 with the ommon attribute A.
We an then build two indi es on A for R1 and R2 with shared index re ords,
so that a value of the attribute an be mapped to re ords of R1 and R2 with
this value of the attribute by single lookup in either index for R1 or R2 . As
an alternative, we an use single index stru ture for both R1 and R2 . Either
approa h has its advantages, and hoi e between them should be made taking
into a ount several fa tors.
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First, distributions of A's values in relations R1 and R2 an dier signiantly, so if a single index stru ture is used for both relations, index lookup is
less e ient than it would be if two separate index stru tures were used. Se ond, a single index stru ture for a set of keys o upies less memory than two
index stru tures mapping the same set of keys even if two stru tures share index
re ords. Besides possible dupli ation of keys in both stru tures, there are also
auxiliary elements like link pointers et . Third, as we will show, implementation
of multi-indi es in the form of several index stru tures with shared index re ords
degrades performan e of insert and delete operations, so for environment with
intensive modi ations we may prefer a single index stru ture.
Choi e among dierent variants of implementation of multi-index is therefore
a trade-o between storage spa e, sear h and update e ien y. If there are three
relations with ommon attribute, the situation be omes even more ompli ated,
as we now have 5 options for onstru ting multi-index. It is known that the
number of all possible partitions of a set (and therefore the number of options
for onstru ting multi-index) is des ribed by Bell numbers [9℄. Generally, the
issue of hoosing optimal implementation of multi-index an be treated as an
optimization problem where we are trying to minimize average sear h ost under
restri tions on the amount of main memory available and overhead for insert and
update operations. Spa e limits pre lude us from detailed des ription.
In Figure 1 an example of two relations {Students, Hobbies } and a multiindex on the StudId attribute is depi ted. In the example an index on StudId
is built for both relations, and indi es share ommon index re ords. Assuming
that only some of students have hobbies, su h an organization seems to be better
than the single index stru ture.
We propose the following index re ord layout. Index re ord header ontains
the length of the index re ord and a table (RelId → of f set)i=1,...,m that maps
unique relation identier to the oset of the rst re ord identier from the relation in the index re ord. Following the re ord header, re ord identiers from
the relations RelId1 , ..., RelIdm are stored. The main idea is therefore to group
re ord identiers from the same relation together. Compared with simple sequential layout, this organization in urs some overhead during update of the index
re ord, be ause we may need to shift part of the re ord to a ommodate to new
relation boundaries or even reallo ate the re ord if no free spa e available inside
the re ord. If, however, modi ations to the database are rare as ompared with
queries, this overhead is well rewarded by the resulting a he e ien y. Fet hsize(Il )
ing re ord identiers for relation l osts 1 + size(cache
_line) a he misses in the
worst ase (where Il is the size of the blo k of re ords identiers from relation l);
l )+size(Im )
fet hing re ords identiers for relations l and m osts 1 + size(I
size(cache_line) a he
misses.
3.2

Maintaining and using multi-indi es

An algorithm for equi-join of two relations R1 , R2 on ommon attribute A usA
ing multi-index I{R
is straight-forward. We simply traverse the multi-index
1 ,R2 }

olle ting mat hing re ords. Noti e that an optimization is feasible in the index
A
and there are expe tations
re ord layout: if we have a multi-index I{R
1 ,...,Rk }
that two parti ular relations Rl and Rm will often be joined in queries, we may
pla e re ord identiers from these relations ontiguously in the index re ords
thereby de reasing the probability of the extra a he miss. Another optimization is to pla e re ord identiers from the most frequently using relations loser
to the beginning of the index re ord, sin e this may redu e the number of a he
misses o urring during pro essing of the index re ord to 1.
We ompare the multi-index join with the partitioned hash-join whi h has
been proved to be one of the most e ient equi-join algorithms for MMDBMS
[5℄. Partitioned hash-join requires prepro essing step that divides relations (say
R and S ) being joined into partitions based on hash odes of values of the join
attribute. This step involves s anning both relations and therefore exhibits poor
a he performan e be ause of large number of ompulsory a he misses. Ea h
re ord of the relations should be a essed in order to ompute its hash ode. The
number of a he misses depends on the underlying storage model (one an lay
out attributes in su h a way that values of the join attribute o upy ontiguous
region in memory, thereby de reasing number of a he misses required to read
them all), but in general for onventional N-ary storage model we may expe t
one a he miss per ea h re ord. After prepro essing step, hash-join builds hash
table for ea h partition of relation R and probes all re ords in ea h partition of
relation S using this hash-table.
Multi-index does not require any prepro essing, as it already has all the
ne essary information to perform the equi-join. We only need to traverse the
index stru ture and for ea h index re ord form pairs (r,s) of mat hed re ords.
Noti e that onventional index stru tures like B+-trees and bu ket- hained hash
tables all support e ient traversal. Of ourse, we still experien e large number
of ompulsory a he misses. However, we expe t this number to be substantially
smaller than that during prepro essing step in partitioned hash join, be ause
index re ords better utilize a he lines and do not pollute them with irrelevant
information (su h as values of attributes not parti ipating in join). For multiindi es of the smallest degree 2, the a he utilization is espe ially high, sin e
all the information ontained in an index re ord is required during join. For
multi-indi es of higher degrees, we have mentioned a ouple of optimizations
aimed to in rease a he utilization. In the multi-index join we also do not need
to perform hash ode omputation, whi h an be a CPU-bound operation. Given
all the above, there are good prerequisites for multi-index join to perform better
than the partitioned hash-join.
During insertions, deletions and updates to the database, multi-index, like
any other index, should ree t hanges in the data. We need to nd the index
re ord orresponding to the value of the attribute in the data re ord being inserted or deleted. If the multi-index onsists of the single index stru ture, we only
need to lookup in this stru ture. If, however, multi-index is a union of several index stru tures with shared index re ords we generally need to sear h in all these
indi es until the index re ord is found or the sear h is exhausted. This may seem

expensive but noti e that in pra ti e we almost always know whi h part of the
multi-index should denitely ontain the shared index re ord orresponding the
data re ord being inserted or deleted. For example, when we insert data re ord
into or delete from details relation in `master / details' s heme, we do know the
RID of the orresponding master re ord, so we only need to sear h in the part of
the multi-index for the master relation. The same applies to the situation when
we add or delete fa t re ord from fa ts relation in the star s heme; in this ase
we know the RIDs of orresponding re ords in dimension relations.
Multi-indi es an be useful during modi ations to the database for enfor ing referential integrity onstraints [10, 6℄. Let us suppose we have three relations: Students (StudId, Name), Marks (StudId, Subje t, Value) and Hobbies
(StudId, Name) where Marks.StudId and Hobbies.StudId are foreign keys for
whi h CASCADE DELETE onstraint is enfor ed. If we need to delete a re ord
StudId
from the Students relation, multi-index I{Students,M
arks,Hobbies} enables us to
nd all re ords about student's hobbies and marks using single index lookup. In
ase of two onventional indi es on StudId for Marks and Hobbies two lookups
would be required.
3.3

Conne ting multi-indi es and data re ords

In the above multi-indi es were just a generalization of onventional indi es; the
data re ords remained un hanged. Unfortunately, su h an approa h limits usefulness of multi-indi es. To demonstrate this, we return to the Students example.
Let us suppose we have to nd all marks of a student given the student's name:
SELECT Subje t, Value FROM Students, Marks WHERE Students.Name =
'Anna' AND Marks.StudId = Students.StudId. Good query exe ution plan rst
makes use of index Students.Name (whi h we assume to exist), and only then
performs the join. The join is therefore used to nd all re ords about student's
marks given the StudId. But this just as well ould be done with onventional
index on StudId for the Marks relation. An alternative exe ution plan ould
rst join Students and Marks using multi-indi es and then lter out all re ords
whi h bear nothing to Anna, but this plan looks unreasonable be ause of low
sele tivity of the query.
We an make multi-index more useful if we dire tly onne t data re ords
with the orresponding index re ords as illustrated in Figure 2. If we pla e a
pointer to the index re ord into data re ord of the Students relation, we will be
able to perform the query quite e iently : we will only need to nd a re ord
about Anna in the Students relation and then follow the pointer to the index
re ord where we fet h RIDs of orresponding re ords from Marks relation. This
query exe ution plan does not involve any index sear h for performing the join.
Noti e that su h a modi ation of data re ord's stru ture is espe ially simple for
MMDBMS, be ause in MMDBMS we keep relations and multi-index in mainmemory, and we do not have to perform any additional address translation when
moving indi es and relations from disk to memory and vi e versa.
Of ourse, pla ing a pointer to the index re ord into the data re ord has some
negative onsequen es, most obvious of whi h is that the pointer o upies extra
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storage. Another unwanted side ee t is possible de rease of a he utilization
by data re ords. For those queries whi h do not in lude join, the pointer will
simply waste valuable a he spa e. A possible solution to this problem is an
adaptive data layout te hnique like one dis ussed in [4℄, whi h lay out ontiguously attributes frequently o urring together in queries. Third issue is that after
inserting a new data re ord the orresponding index re ord an be reallo ated,
and we will need to update all pointers to it. However, this an be done e iently,
be ause all data re ords holding pointers to the index re ord are referen ed in
the index re ord itself, so we an easily update them having the index re ords in
hand. Generally, we expe t that in many ases the proposed modi ation pays
o and signi antly in reases ee tiveness of multi-indi es.
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Implementation and experimental study

We are urrently working on implementation and tuning of multi-indi es in Memphis, our main-memory resear h database kernel. The primary goal of Memphis
proje t is to provide a exible ar hite ture that would allow to support various storage models and index stru tures, easily plug ompression algorithms
and in lude new data types extending the predened set of built-in types. The
salient feature of Memphis is that it is written entirely in a managed language
C# with performan e-bound pla es using unsafe ode [12℄. This greatly fa ilitates integration of Memphis with appli ations targeted .NET framework. We

are going to use Memphis as an underlying storage system for the repository
ontaining large amount of information about sour e ode of software proje ts
(this information in ludes su h ode obje ts as lasses, methods, properties and
relationships among them).
We have implemented some onventional join algorithms used in MMDBMS
(partitioned hash join, blo ked nested loops, index) as well as multi-index joins.
We use bu ket hashing for multi-indi es; for better e ien y we provide spe ialized representations of index re ords for multi-indi es of several small degrees.
These spe ialized representations ontains xed number of oset elds in pla e of
general oset table des ribed in se tion 3.1. We have not implemented referen es
from data re ords to index re ords yet.
Our preliminary experiments show that multi-indi es work well in important
situations, in parti ular, for joins involving one master and several details relations (whi h is a very ommon ase in pra ti e). We present some experimental
results here. These results only on ern performan e of join operation; measurements of insert and update overhead aused by multi-indi es as well as a more
detailed study of joins will be given in the extended version of the paper. We
tested our implementation on several datasets, in luding the real dataset and
syntheti ones. Syntheti datasets were generated by a tool that is a part of the
Memphis proje t. This tool takes su h properties of the dataset as relations ardinalities, types of attributes, and distribution of attribute values and produ es
relations in the form of plain text les that an be bulk-loaded into memory of
the Memphis system. Ea h experiment was performed on the old system; that
is, the system was started, all the relations were loaded, then the join was performed. The presented measurements are average values obtaining by running
ea h test several (5-6) times. The experiments were ondu ted on a onventional
workstation (Intel P4 2.8 GHz, 1 Gb RAM). In our tests we ompared the performan e of the join algorithm using multi-index with in-memory partitioned
hash-join algorithm ([5℄). The number of partitions in the hash-join algorithm
was hosen to provide the optimal performan e. Results of experimental runs for
some datasets are summarized in the Figure 3.
Dataset |R|

|S|

THashJoin TCreateMultiIndex TMultiIndexJoin M ultiIndexSize

Classes 8000 6000 1.6 se
SynthI1 30000 50000 1.2 se
SynthI2 100000 300000 7.6 se
SynthS1 100000 300000 43 se

Figure 3.
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For ea h dataset |R| and |S| are ardinalities of the relations being joined,
THashJ oin is the running time of the partitioned hash-join algorithm, TCreateM ultiIndex
is the time required to build the multi-index, TM ultiIndexJ oin is the running time
of the join algorithm using multi-index, and M ultiIndexSize is the amount of
memory o upied by the multi-index. Sin e in this experiment we assumed that

the multi-index is built during the join pro essing, the total running time of the
multi-index join is TCreateM ultiIndex + TM ultiIndexJ oin. In pra ti e, however, the
multi-index is maintained up-to-date, so the rst term TCreateM ultiIndex disappears from the latter formula.
Dataset Classes ontains information about lasses (basi ally, names of lasses
and their members) dened in sour e ode of a large obje t-oriented system. This
information is stored in the normalized form. The relation R (`Classes') ontains
ClassID and ClassN ame attributes. It is joined with the relation S (`Members')
that onsists of ClassID and M emberN ame attributes, where S.ClassID is a
foreign key referring to the R.ClassID.
SynthI1 and SynthI2 are syntheti datasets that in lude two relations, ea h
of whi h ontains one integer and one string attribute. Integer attributes are
unformly distributed in the interval [1, 100000]. The relations are joined using
integer attributes as the join attribute. Finally, SynthS1 ontains two relations,
with two string attributes in ea h relation. The pair of joined attributes are short
strings (3-5 hara ters) that mimi e.g. item ode represented in a string form.
Note that in ase of string attributes the multi-index join provides the noti eable
speed-up, as it dramati ally redu es the number of expensive string omparisons
needed to ompute the join result.
5

Con lusion

In this paper we have presented multi-indi es - a generalization of onventional
indi es ommonly used in databases. Multi-indi es essentially pre ompute information needed to perform equi-joins by mapping an attribute's value to all the
re ords of dierent relations ontaining this value. This enables very e ient proessing of equi-joins. We have dis ussed trade-os for onstru ting multi-index,
the layout of index re ords optimized for better a he utilization, maintenan e
and usage of multi-indi es. We have also proposed a further development of the
idea - onne ting index re ords with data re ords, whi h enables to avoid sear h
in the index stru ture and leads to even better performan e.
We believe that multi-indi es an be an ee tive tool for main-memory
database systems. Currently we are working on tuning and experimental study of
multi-indi es in our resear h database kernel Memphis. Preliminary experiments
show that multi-indi es perform well in pra ti ally important situations. We will
present detailed experimental results in the extended version of this paper.
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